Burkland Celebrates 500 Clients with Near Space Labs
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SAN FRANCISCO--Burkland, a full-service fractional CFO, HR, accounting, and tax provider, today
announces a major milestone. With the addition of Near Space Labs as a valued client, Burkland
now serves 500 startups and counting.
“Near Space Labs is focused on rethinking geospatial imaging and democratizing that
intelligence,” said Rema Matevosyan, CEO at Near Space Labs. “Our team’s mission is to get
geospatial imagery into more hands than ever, so that an entirely new generation of researchers
and planners can easily gain access to a new view of the world. Our drive toward faster
aerospace innovation and continued growth is made possible through support from
organizations like Burkland.”
Services such as CFO support, bookkeeping, and People Operations compliance help founders
focus on launching a product and building a business. Setting up financial systems correctly at
the beginning positions startups for success. A strong foundation to support scalability is critical
for companies looking to avoid common pain points, as these grow.
“Burkland is dedicated to helping startups develop systems that scale with their business and
adapt to the market,” said Jeff Burkland, Founder & CEO of Burkland. “Startups face a number
of challenges, including fundraising, revenue recognition, financial modeling, and planning for
growth. Burkland is committed to supporting entrepreneurs with fractional professionals that
can help them see around corners.”
Burkland works with venture-backed startups across a broad spectrum of industries, including
SaaS, Consumer, and Fintech.
About Near Space Labs
Near Space Labs is a cutting-edge geospatial intelligence company on a mission to democratize
access to Earth imaging. Co-Founded by CEO Rema Matevosyan, CTO Dr. Ignasi Lluch, and Chief
Engineer Dr. Albert Caubet, Near Space provides timely, wide-scale, commercially available
imagery with the largest zero-emission balloon fleet in the stratosphere. Near Space Labs is
revolutionizing the way that businesses, communities, municipalities and researchers gather
data that can help solve some of the world’s biggest problems.
About Burkland
Burkland is a full-service fractional CFO, HR, Accounting and Tax provider, serving more than 500
startups across the United States. SaaS, Healthcare, Fintech, and Consumer startups rely on
Burkland for smarter finance, accounting, HR, and tax guidance to grow with confidence. As a
leader in market share, we pride ourselves on giving startups expertise that makes economic
sense for all growth stages, ranging from Pre-Seed to Series C. Our on-demand CFOs,

accountants, HR, and tax experts give strategic guidance to ease a company's growing pains and
provide financial and operational insight to scale. Learn more at Burkland.
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